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  The Drama of Architecture … !

Prelude 

Please take a seat! Let us talk about architecture. New architecture in the world of data. 

We: inebriated by the potentialities of data. Drunk with Internet, the media, peer-to-peer, social 
media, object-oriented ontology, NSA, or Snowden. A list without end. 

Let’s have a look: there are numerous protagonists around for acting in our play. Who might take 
up the Dionysiac part, assume the role of the economy of data? Kim Dotcom, the bulky, wild, 
opaque animal? Not bad, perhaps. But long on action and business, short on text. Better to look for 
someone writing with substance. Let us give voice to Manuel DeLanda, let us put his Philosophy 

and Simulation―The Emergence of Synthetic Reason on stage: 

“…philosophy can be the mechanism through which these insights can be synthesized into an 

emergent materialist world view that finally does justice to the creative powers of matter and 

energy”.   1

Strong, powerful, unwavering, fertile. He storms forth with great ethos across the open plain, 
intent upon embarking us without delay. Just what we like for this role. And who might hold down 
the counterpart, the Apollonian representer of the politics of data? Julian Assange, the shy, 
sensitive, transparent being? Yet, the Active Network Theory, presented by Bruno Latour, might be 
a more fitting partner to DeLanda. And thus he speaks: 

“At every corner, science, religion, politics, law, economics, organizations, etc. offer 
phenomena that we have to find puzzling again if we want to understand the types of entities 

collectives may be composed of in the future.”   2

He is suitably cautious. But there is a whiff of revolt in the air. With Latour we may be in for jungle 
adventures, and he will tune us in to the moral of the story. We suspect he might be a good match 
for DeLanda. 

We do have great battles of words. At stake is it all: justice vs. enlightenment. Creativity of matter 
and energy vs. composition of the collective. We are in for a beautiful spectacle. 

Michel Serres will be making an appearance, and be able to mediate. 

 “All living beings and all inert objects, in short, all of Nature have in turn become legal 

subjects.”   3

And we, in turn, are introducing ourselves: of course we share in the interest for the promises of 
our protagonists. Of course we are viewing the play from our comfortable seats, from a distance, 
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and let the protagonists do their thing on stage. And of course are we concerned, for we too are 

flooded with data, just as our protagonists. And of course we are harbouring some doubt―or else 

we shouldn’t be here. Are we going to be served up something that would teach us how to tame the 
wild world of data? 

Materialism―we might object to DeLanda, e.g.―is, if we are not dreadfully wrong, about 

emancipation not justice. For materialism is already just. We’d even say, materialism is both just 
and on the way to redemption. Redemption from what? From justice! No arguing less precise and 
hard will do when the self and all the rest of it are at stake. Our cry is therefore “materialism or 
justice”. Whereas DeLanda’s “materialism and justice” has us running hot in mechanic 
contradiction. We did have to learn all this in the last 100 years, at our cost and pain. And yes, it’s 
great fighting about it. 

Or: phenomena―presuming this term be used in Edmund Husserl’s sense―, we would retort to 

Latour, are free-standing and emancipated, and as such they are recalcitrant against tuned 
understanding and righteous typification. We can learn to deal with phenomena, to juggle with 
them, as it were. But we are unable to form collectives out of them that are emancipated from 
whatsoever collective. That is why a collective that were made up of phenomena is tantamount to 
pompous vapouring of the world into entropic nothingness. Hence our cry “phenomenon or 
collective” as opposed to Latour’s equalizing “phenomenon and collective”. 

Having sat through this short performance, we feel comfortable with our DeLanda and Latour 
casting. An adequate contrast between classical roles. So let us call forth our heroes and observe 
how they will, on our scene, ride the dragons of unrestrained fertilities and virilities in a world of 
data. 

!
Dionysos and Creation 

From DeLanda sounds the seducing hymn of cybernetics:  

DeLanda says: I would help the “creative powers of matter and energy” to their right. I wish 
that “life”, “mind”, and “deity (not ‘god’)” might be “synthetized” into the materialistic world 
view. Hence, exiting the one “continuous space” of classical physics, I speak of a “space of 
possibilities”, and notice that these new spaces show various “structures”. Therefore I see on 
the one side the “well-defined spatial structures” of the “continuous space” of “classical 
physics” that may be “mathematically investigated” and which I would describe as “regime 
of flows”. And I demarcate it clearly from the “discrete space, possessing no inherent spatial 
order but nevertheless capable of being studied through the imposition of a certain 
arrangement”. Within it, “discontinuities” may “emerge”, as e.g. in the “space of possibilities” 

of the genes.   4

Quite a plea for life! We are happy to concur. Yes, we are desirous of a better understanding of life 
and intellect. Yes, we too are fascinated by the discontinuities that alone make life and thinking 
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interesting today. Yes, we want rich identities. Quite right, we’d say at first blush. However: how 
come we are listening to the term “space of possibilities” which is familiar already from the 19th-

century game of thermodynamics―i.e. 100 years earlier than the advent of the notion of data? And 

why not to stage the notion of probabilities, so as to harmonize it with the data notion, and tune 
into the 20th-century concert of quantum-physicists?   Or: why should classic-physical space be 5

characterized as continuous when indeed the idea of continuity describes the manifoldnesses of 
the Riemannian space?   Continuity is the mathematical concept applying to discrete spaces and 6

the unforeseen. Why then does DeLanda deny mathematics the capability of describing 
discontinuities, by categorizing it, along with classical physics, as being continuous and 
foreseeable? Rather daring, that character on our stage. But he keeps us interested, and we go on 
listening. He says, 

My interest particularly goes to this new space. Hence I can do without simple mathematical 
“parts” of “whole of identities”, working with notions such as “possibilities”, “capacities”, and 
“tendencies” instead. Armed with a richer concept of mechanism—richer, in the sense of a 
“linear clockwork”, “human technologies”, “steam engines”, thermostats, transistors), the 
emergent properties of a whole may now be explained as an effect of causal interactions 

between its component parts.   7

Here too, and notwithstanding our appreciating the importance of these thought figures, we would 
note that the mathematical concepts of the infinitesimal and of convergence have no difficulty in 
putting up DeLanda’s “space of possibilities” and in directly covering his notions of “possibilities”, 
“capacities”, and “tendencies”. So we listen in surprise when we hear DeLanda trying to affirm, 
with the help of possibilities, identities’ rights against continuities. Because in our mind, 
mathematical thinking goes straight in the opposite direction: continuities (in mathematics since 
circa 1872     ) are the way out of the entropic levelages of the space of possibilites (in mathematics 8 9
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since about 1780     ). And summing up, not without a tinge of amusement, we find that DeLanda, 10 11

rather acrobatically, presents the new as old and the old as new. 

And now for the finale of DeLanda’s appearance: 

Thereby it turns out as valuable that “neither tendencies nor capacities must be actual to be 

real”  , wherefore I am raising the question “how we could specify mechanisms of emergence 12

for life or mind in general”.   13

A nice thought, indeed, that something needn’t be actual to be real. And yet, with it we are once 
more back in the 18th century, because this thinking about actuality and reality belongs to the 
begin of Enlightenment  . Then we trip against “life or mind in general”. The term “general” 14

denotes the ideal, entropic, sympathetic levelage of all differences, and therefore death of all life. 
Which interestingly led, at the end of the 19th century, to the notion of discontinuity and, thereby, 
to DeLanda’s subject.   Thus we find ourselves, together with DeLanda, a tad disoriented, and in a 15

tangle of ideas and old times. We’d be quite pleased to share his concern, but we find it somewhat 
fuzzy and muddled. So we shall be duly careful in following him. That’s how, after the preface, his 
book is organized: 

Chapter One: The Storm in the Computer. Chapter Two: Cellular Automata and Patterns of 
Flow. Chapter Three: Artificial Chemistries and the Prebiotic Soup. Chapter Four: Genetic 
Algorithms and the Prebiotic Soup. Chapter Five: Genetic Algorithms and Ancient Organisms. 
Chapter Six: Neural Nets and Insect Intelligence. Chapter Seven: Neural Nets and Mammalian 
Memory. Chapter Eight: Multiagents and Primate Strategies. Chapter Nine: Multiagents and 
Stone Age Economics. Chapter Ten: Multiagents and Primitive Language. Chapter Eleven: 
Multiagents and Archaic States. 

Wow! Plainly a technical genesis. The storm, cellular automata, genetic algorithms, neural nets, 
and multiagents, correlating with patterns of flow, prebiotic soup, ancient organisms, insects, 
mammals, primates, economy, language, and politics. We as the pride of creation. What will 
Latour have to say about it? 
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We still recall DeLanda’s introductory remarks:  

the whole can now be explained as an effect of causal interactions between its component 
parts and “life”, “mind” and “deity (not ‘god’)”, to be “synthesized” into the”materialistic 

world view”.   16

We find this Creation described as a causal array of instruments. DeLanda plays upon the fact that 
these instruments, which he calls simulation, be, well, nested, in infinite iterations, within self-
referential recursions, and that life, while not thereby becoming apprehensible, may at least be 
done justice. Putting it differently: that assembling the equipment be the very justice itself, or life, 

the equipment therefore justifiably encompassing more and more of the unjust world―a 

maelstrom of justice. Redemption would then consist in having made the world completely into a 
just instrument, and in perceiving life, freed of any injustice, as a pure play on the world as an 
orchestra of instruments. 

We rub our eyes, and say, hesitatingly, Well played, but…: if we are to take life, the “whole of 
identity”, as being redeemed of its components through their consonance, we may also describe 
the “whole” as that “which has no parts”. And we land smack at Leibniz, whose Monadology   17

begins thus:  

The Monad, of which we shall here speak, is nothing but a simple substance, which enters into 

compounds. By “simple” is meant “without parts”… 

and then, in just a few sentences, describes the very figures that DeLanda presents. Leibniz thereby 
marks infinitesimal calculus, the birth of rational numbers, the beginning of Enlightenment, and 
universal calculus. And all of it the 18th century, at the outset of what today we call data. We must 
have missed something fundamental during the show of this type of simulation. We were 
presented with an interesting form of justice: justice consisting in forgetting, as humans, what our 
machines can. Justice at quite a price. All power to the machines! 

Apollo and Redemption 

But now enter Latour, and his text is quite different. He says, 

“We are all equal.” And he indicts them all, “science, religion, politics, law, economics, 

organizations, etc.” as being “drunk with power”. He urges, “be sober with power.”    18

But after some probing: it isn’t, none of it, about justice, but about sobering up the morning after 
delirium. There is even a hygienic agenda perceptible, 

“detoxification of the powerful explanations of critical sociology”.    19
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And of course, Latour too goes the whole hog: “engage in cosmopolitics”, and “politics of nature”. 
He promises, on new, cleansed ground, “freshness of results”. My word! First a Creation story, and 
now a crystal-clear promise of redemption. Greetings from paradise. That does get our attention. 
What must we do in order to be saved? We must all get political,  

“Politics is too serious a thing to be left in the hands of the few who seem allowed by birthright 

to decide what it should consist of.”   20

A catching show: Down with the aristocrats! Join the barricades! 

“An invisible agency that makes no difference, produces no transformation, leaves no trace, 

and enters no account is not an agency. Period.”   And “No battle has ever been won without 21

resorting to new combinations and surprising events.”   And here the mottoes: “To put it 22

bluntly: if there is a society, then no politics is possible”  . And then the palaces: “the great 23

danger of critical sociology is that it never fails to explain.” It “paralyses you in times of 

crisis”, and they have “disseminated their definition of society as effectively as utility 

companies deliver electricity and telephone services.” Down with the “formatting power of 

the social sciences”, down with “power, domination, exploitation, legitimization, 

fetishization, reification”.   24

Oh, wouldn’t that be fun. How can we join? Latour introduces several concepts: the association, 
the surprising movement, the social actor (participant) and the non-social entity (might become a 
participant later), the assembly, the collective, the one common world. And this is Latour’s stage 
play for these actors,  

“the question of the social emerges when the ties in which one is entangled begin to unravel; 

the social is further detected through the surprising movements from one association to the 
next; those movements can either be suspended or resumed; when they are prematurely 
suspended, the social as normally construed is bound together with already accepted 

participants called ‘social actors’ who are members of a ‘society’; when the movement toward 

collection is resumed, it traces the social as associations through many non-social entities 
which might become participants later; if pursued systematically, this tracking may end up in 
a shared definition of a common world, what I have called a collective; but if there are no 
procedures to render it common, it may fail to be assembled; and, lastly, sociology is best 
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defined as the discipline where participants explicitly engage in the reassembling of the 

collective.”   25

Let’s sum it up. There is a world before “social participation”. And that world is being constituted 
from “surprizing moments”, by “non-social entities”, via “traces”. These entities “define”, 
inasmuch as political act, a “collective”. This collective is the political body prior to any society that 
incarnates (economic) power. Whence Latour puts the question “Can we live together?” before the 
question “How many are we?”  . What, according to Latour, ought this politics look like that he 26

places in front of science? He fastens his answer to the notion of critique. Which critique he directs 
inward, 

“Critical proximity, not critical distance, is what we should aim for.”   27

Giving it some more thought, we are not so sure this will lead us anywhere from this point. Critique 
ends up in entropy, in the balanced nothingless of everything; that is a point to start from. Inverted 
critique would therefore end up in nothingness before everything. An avenue we may therefore 
shut. And indeed in some Latour statements such nothingness comes along in the guise of 
simplicity and flatness.  

“Borrowing a metaphor from cartography, I could say that ANT has tried to render the social 
world as flat as possible in order to ensure that the establishment of any new link is clearly 

visible.”   28

A paradise pristinely empty. Ready for the first line. Wow. The one, common world cut back to 
pure visibility before any thought. And that is how it sounds, 

“Whereas the tradition distinguished the common good (a moralist concern) and the common 

world (naturally given), I proposed replacing ‘the politics of nature’ by the progressive 

composition of one common world.”   29

To polish until there is nothing left. And now things begin to get uneasy,  

“To grasp this point, we have to remember that being a matter of fact is not a ‘natural’ mode of 

existence but, strangely enough, an anthropomorphism. Things, chairs, cats, mats, and black 
holes never behave like matters of fact; humans sometimes do, for political reasons, to resist 

enquiries. So it’s absurd to resist ‘treating humans like objects’.”’   30
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We fear there is nothing left after that detoxication. 

The Drama of Data 

A strong performance: the whirlwind of justice, and Mr Clean on a redemption trip. Now it is our 

turn. We should, and we want to, join in. Of course. But how, in this piece Latour says―I am 

repeating myself―,  

“We are, all of us, actors, even stones are actors. He who does not act, who does not leave any 

trace in the world, is not an actor. And of course actors must surprise, find new traces so as to 

be able to be seen.” 

Alright. Latour suggests we should leave traces in this world. Nothing easier than that! Let’s start! 
But, “Stop!” Latour would say, we have only the one world, and we are many. We must gather in 
collectives of common perceptions of the world, before we start producing traces. Oh, no! We were 
just about to charge forth, and now that! Anyway, it’s in the head that interesting things happen. A 
reassuring idea. So my thoughts will perhaps sometime emerge, even as for the time being there 
are none in sight. And what does one want, after all? What is this demand of forming collectives 
and laying down traces only once the greatest possible number agree? That does not leave 
anything to be said and shaped except banalities, which are familiar to everybody anyway. So I am 
left with no choice but keeping my wonderful new thoughts to myself, and to forget about 
presenting them. The collective is unreceptive for anything demanding. Everyone would 
immediately complain; that’s the only point of general agreement. So I am supposed to shut up 
and sing solely in the large choir? Act yes, by all means, but only in concert? Not really an 
architect’s thing. There must be better choices. 

We might find DeLanda to be preferable. 

He speaks of “wholes of entities”. And he says that these wholes interestingly are not 

originating (emerging) through action but through interaction of their parts (which naturally 
in turn are wholes, too). The whole originates as an effect of causal interaction of its parts.  

So, if I repeatedly interact causally with my opposite persons, whatever that be, there emerges a 
whole, an identity. Hence we may get started, and form a collective by laying causal tracks. We 
march over to Latour and tell him we now set the machines going! Immediately we shall be told 
this is nonsense, there is only one world, we cannot do that. The world is much too cramped as it 
is. Not to worry, DeLanda reassures. We are merely, in the lab, simulating the identities and our 
worlds. Along with Latour we have some difficulty believing that. Each thought and each 
simulation wants to leave a mark in reality. Can’t you see, says DeLanda, simulation is the 
materialistic world view. The simulated traces are the traces of the one logical world of the all-
collective. Just watch. Can’t you see, the lab data look like storms, cells, insects, primates, politics… 

in nature―which all of them evidently emerge from causal interactions. Those are the traces for 

the one world that you are looking for, Latour. And in our direction: Say something sensible! And 
the choir embarks on a wild tohu-bohu in the common belief that identities come about if only 
everybody is talking no nonsense for long enough. Uff.  
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That spectacle we stand at first baffled and musing. 

Latour says, without a whole no action.  

DeLanda says, without interaction no whole. 

Hearing Latour we feel numb and sobered down, hearing DeLanda we feel disagreeably 
functionalized.  

Music 

This won’t get us anywhere. Let’s go out. A party, dancing, food, wine. All this is too weighty, we tell 
the stranger opposite us … he retorts and laughs … and soon we feel lighter, the voices get clearer 

and brisker, exhilarated, almost singing…  

Now we hear Latour’s voice, somewhat agitatingly, say that we must act again and again if we 

are politically to stabilize a situation.  

Sounds familiar, we return the stranger’s laugh: yes, sounds fade away quickly. Therefore many 
sounds are needed for good music! And thus we start somehow to fly and engage in some 
cogitative training. Then we hear you, DeLanda, impetuously, in the background,  

the ”whole can now be explained as an effect of causal interactions between its component 

parts,”  

Right you are! we chime into the resonance. Well thundered, Manuel! And on we go without delay, 
breathing the fresh air after that thunderstorm. Things are getting light if they are not being 
charted in eternity, if we can let them resonate by literally granting them time. Thus they get alive. 
Thus they begin breathing. Thus they learn to talk. Whoever they are. This way the world grows 
bigger and friendlier. 

  

Without Qualities 

So we are assigning different corners of our stage to our heroes. They are not hitting it off first go, 
anyway. As for us, we are going to play in the intermediate space. Pythagoras has put a string on his 
monochord and strikes up his proportions of the new world. We’ll be trying something of that 
kind, too. Of course not directly some Greek theatre in which rationes tame heroes and gods. Nor 
can it, giving it some thought, be the qualities as arrange the Shakespearian characters. What is 

here on stage, however, are identities―a concept that seems appropriate in this context. Latour 

and DeLanda made us understand it, in different ways, but forcefully. Talking about qualities, 
might Musil’s Man without Qualities   be one of the identities we are looking for when we are 31

looking for someone not having a character i.e. a quality? Or rather, someone that might have any 
quality? Who might therefore be anything: man, woman, human, animal, machine, tree, stone. As 
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somehow it came over from our heroes. As the case may be. So we beckon Musil over. And listen to 
Ulrich, the man without qualities, 

FIRST BOOK, PART I. A sort of introduction from which interestingly nothing follows.  
Over the Atlantic, there was a barometric minimum; it wandered eastward, towards a 
maximum over Russia, not yet showing any tendency of bypassing it to the north. The 
isotherms and isotheres were doing their job. Air temperature was in orderly proportion to the 
mean… 

Sounds good. Latour and DeLanda in their stage corners fail to be amused. We think, “What is a 
materialist to do without qualities, anyway?”. 

The only thing necessary to know of a person is whether that person fertilizes our thinking. 
There shall be no other knowledge of human nature than this! 

Only genius is tolerable, and average man must be squashed to either producing or accepting 
it! 

All sentiments, all passions in the world are as nothing against the immense but totally 
unconscious effort supplied every moment by humanity towards keeping its peace of mind. 

The world can only be improved by people that are in contradiction to it. 

There are thousands of similar sentences by Musil. They are breaths of the wind we are in quest of 
on behalf of our stage. A bit melancholy perhaps, with a whiff of a swan song of the old world of 
qualities, but free, and medialising the rigid, charted contradiction of our heroes. And Ulrich is not 
alone, of course. There are loads without qualities to be found. It almost jumps to the eye: in 
Ulrich’s era architecture, the red, marble, chrome, the wall, the window, glass, space… in a new, 
exciting language, with a new script and new sounds. The individual subjects twirl around each 
other, play the tune of the open, free, wild universal. Breach habits, accelerate pounding rhythms. 
Dancing in the nude on the sand by the sea. In architecture: the constructivists, Bauhaus, Le 
Corbusier, and the others. Or, 50 years later, plunged into the new world: running in black suits 
about open surfaces between glass buildings, or sitting befuddled and cross-legged on lawns, 
swinging with wild music. Kahn, Fuller, Superstudio, and the others. 

  

Natural Contract 

Our fun with our play is growing! “Naïve, the wars, famines, the bomb,” Latour shouts from his 
stage corner. “All it needs is doing it properly,” retorts DeLanda from the corner across. “That’s 
precisely why I speak of a ‘world-object’ and demand a ‘natural contract’  ,” interjects suddenly 32

Michel Serres from the audience. Both our heroes know him well and let him talk. His air is at once 
pressing and kind. Let us hear him out.  

“The successive crises of the sciences and their affiliated technologies, each of which, at the 

apex of its power, came close to mortal danger―atom and bomb, chemistry and environment, 
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genetics and bioethics―these crises bring back the demand for prudence, as the helmsman of 

what is effective and what is true.”   33

Latour is pleased. But DeLanda looks bewildered. Further,  

“A satellite for speed, an atomic bomb for energy, the Internet for space, and nuclear waste for 

time… these are four examples of world-objects.”   34

All right, violent objects on stage. And the next one is already coming, 

“I will call objective violence that in which all the enemies, unconsciously joined together, are 
in opposition to the objective world, which is called, in an astonishing metaphor, the ‘theatre’ 
of hostilities.” 

Bang. And now we, almost akin to David against Goliath. But let’s listen.  

“And as usual, the law follows death.”   35

“History begins with war, understood as the closure and stabilization of violent engagement 

within juridical decisions. The social contract that gave birth to us is perhaps born with war 

… Violence before; war afterwards; legal contract in between.”   36

“…we must, therefore, once again, under the threat of collective death, invent a law for 

objective violence.”   37

It is taxing to see violence and death addressed so directly. But we sense that we cannot turn away. 
And after a while, we agree 

“Never forget the place from which you depart, but leave it behind andjoin the universal. Love 
the bond that unites your plot of earth with the Earth, the bond that makes kin and stranger 
resemble each other.”   38

and under the assumption of our all “universal” nature  we want to be smart and draw up good 

treaties…  
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“Legal subjects proclaim the rights of objects.”   39

 …only then are we active subjects…   

“The relation between the subject of knowledge and its object … was understood that the 

active subject took information from the passive object.”   40

…in a world of objects, 

Object is “that which has been thrown or which one throws in front.”    41

This, then, is the comprehensive view we may get of the scene: nature bears, in the literal sense, 
passive objects without rights into the world. We, as active subjects, grant the objects rights.  

Straight into this structure, Serres now inserts the pressing question,  

“Are world-objects lying in front of us?”   42

Or, which active subject has authority of granting rights to a world-object in order to cultivate 
objective power? Or, is the world-object a passive object at all, or an active subject?  

Thus Serres asks, 

“Who has the right to become a legal subject?”   43

That leaves us stupefied on our stage. So far, we had two means of granting rights. Either we, as 
subjects, discuss about objects… 

The “archaic contract” originates from the “debate” about objects, it speaks of “legal reason”, 

of the “political laws of human collectivities”, and of “rules of contracts”. 

…or else we search for the rules of nature and put the dragon to the test. Serres, 

In the “new contract” on the other hand the subjects “emerge”, “accompanied” by a social 
contract in the form of “scientific reason”, by the “laws of the physical world”, or the “rules of 

nature”.   44
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With these two means in hand, we can, says Serres, deal in one way only with the objective 
violence of the technical world-objects: we must turn all nature-born objects into legal subjects. 
This he calls the “natural contract”, 

“My book argues … that all living beings and all inert objects, in short, all of Nature have in 

turn become legal subjects.”   45

Interestingly Serres avoids the notion of ecology, to Latour’s massive dismay. However, at this 
point even Serres is at his end. But what matters to us, and what we were unable to find with our 
two heroes: he kept the problematique open and did not conclude it one way or another. This 
leaves a structure of ideas on our stage, 

world―object―violence―contract―subject―nature 

And with this tooling we can now fly our kite, if we are smart enough. Thus, from the qualities and 
functions on the horizontal plain of an exiguous planet, the question is being erected into the 
intellect. Latour and DeLanda look a bit paltry. 

We now say, we are active subjects carrying on a debate. Latour agrees, reproachful towards 
DeLanda. 

We now also say, the world-object is an active subject unreduced to its trace. Here DeLanda 
agrees, reproachful towards Latour.  

We are not quite up to explicating precisely, within Serres’ structure, that which to DeLanda and 
Latour is a contradiction; however, it leads us further. And we have strung a chord between the 
positions of our heroes, and now we may play.  

As for Serres, he exits the stage, with this appeal to our intellectuality, 

“We must learn our finitude: reach the limits of a non-infinite being. Necessarily we will have 

to suffer, from illnesses, unforeseeable accidents, or lacks … We must learn, at the same time, 

our true infinity. Nothing, or almost nothing, resists training. The body can do more than we 

believe, intelligence adapts to everything.”   46

We agree, our thinking rejoining Serres’. So far things have been worked out not too badly. In spite 
of all the catastrophes and crises of the last 100 years, we may say that we have not been doing too 
badly with nature. We became many. In many eyes, too many. For the old world of passive objects, 
indeed too many. But who would rise and decide which one is surplus? Only 1 out of 7 would have 
room in the old world of passive objects. Or think of our twofold life: 100 years ago there was no 
region in the world where life expectancy exceeded 50 years. Today there are parts where people 
can look to 80 years. The mean life expectancy of all mankind is close to 65. Hundred years ago one 
began getting children at 16; when they were grown up, one was dead. Today we outlive that 
moment by 30 to 40 years. That is our second life in a world living under the natural contract.  
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That’s what we think about our world, in 2014. In full disagreement with the discussions about 
limits of growth, climate catastrophe, over-population (with Latour chiming in), and their radical 
techie solutions (with a whiff of DeLanda). Along with Serres, we must blame these discussions for 
taking the world as under-age, and denying the objects the capability of being legal subjects. So we 
feel rather chilly in these discussions, and unwelcome. They are unhospitable, timorous. They now 

mistrust―as already the aristocrats mistrusted the peasants, and men did women―the 

intellectuality of objects. 

Not so Serres (summarizing): against the backdrop of objective violence, the natural contract 
of the objects of the world is a necessity. 

Interestingly and actually, the objects of the world emancipate with great speed from their 
established order. This is us: Today 6 or 7 billion people can read and write; 100 years ago they 
were 100 million. And 6 out of 7 billion have a mobile ’phone and can communicate real time. That 
was beyond anybody’s imagination as little back as 1980. These are the objects: We also 
emancipated our books, by scanning them. And so did we to things, by networking them (“The 
Internet of Things”). 

Everything got scanned, all things got linked up. Now our planet is covered in generic 
infrastructures that make everything available everywhere. Energy as data, material as logistics or 
recycling. Everything is getting active, legal subject. Quite everything is, in reality, being 
negotiated. As postulated by Serres.  

Seeing this on-stage confusion, we sit down with Socrates by the fountain and follow the ordering 
logic that does not enlighten (which would mean Apollinian bemoaning of the hang-over after the 
globalization feast) but explain (i.e. cultivate the force of intoxication). We are not trusting sources 
or functions, but our intellect. And we see the wide world of data spreading before us, and in it the 
drama of the intellectual ordering of our existence. 

The Instrument 

We stir into waking up. We had let ourselves drift and dream. Let us therefore put up a string and 
play what we may later measure. For the benefit of our instrument we’ll overdraw our 
protagonists. 

DeLanda: We function all alike: storms, cells, primates, economy, politics. Any form of 
anchoring is unjust. We are judging [straightening?] the other. All power to the living wholes! 
Logic before politics. Justice is a wild hurricane. 

Latour: We are all alike: people, trees, stones. We will smash any form of structure. All power 
to the negotiating of relations! We love the other. Politics before science. Salvation lies in 
hygienic balance.  

Now we possess a measuring tape between these two poles. 3/5 shall mean 3 parts of DeLanda to 5 
parts of Latour. With the help of this instrument, we shall listen to our world: 

GRACE Alright, look -- I don’t have the answers yet, I’m just now starting to even frame the 

questions. What we think we know is that there’s some kind of electrochemical 

communication between the roots of the trees. Like the synapses between neurons. Each tree !!!
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has ten to the fourth connections to the trees around it, and there are ten to the twelfth trees on 

Pandora — SELFRIDGE That’s a lot, I’d guess. 

It is, of course, difficult to meter James Cameron’s avatar. But let’s assume our tape is showing 1/4.  

Tonight we are a country awakened to danger and called to defend freedom. Our grief has 
turned to anger, and anger to resolution. Whether we bring our enemies to justice, or bring 
justice to our enemies, justice will be done. 

4/1 for George Bush. 

I was just a kid, but the computer did everything I told it to do. And even today, that’s what I 

love about computers. When I write a good program, it always works perfectly, every time. 

4/1 for Bill Gates as well. 

CRS-MAN (on TV), Oh you’re always so negative… Schuyler realizes this is a two-way 

conversation, as the CRS-MAN WINKS at him, making a stiff WAVE. SCHUYLER You people 

are insane… CRS-MAN (on TV) Hey, look who’s talking to their TV set. 

1/2 for The Game by David Fincher. 

In an affluent Silicon Valley suburb a clandestine sunset gathering is taking place. A dozen 
guests, people from all walks of life, whisper conspiratorially as they introduce themselves 
before indulging in a shared, soon-to-be-illegal passion. 

1/2 for Foie-mageddon, the secret California foie-gras dinner parties. 

Since there is no such thing as absolute rightness and truth, we always pursue  
the artificial, leading, human truth. We judge and make a truth that excludes other truths. Art 
plays a formative part in this manufacture of truth. 

2/5 for Gerhard Richter. 

Please enjoy the “look of the spherical shape with the beautiful net” around it, which was 

created by a special “massage” called ball wiping, individually performed on each melon, as 

well as the “scent of musk” and the “melting sweetness and rich taste” of our muskmelons. 

1/3 for SEMBIKIYA, Japan’s oldest fruit shop. 

SZABO May I ask why a beautiful woman who could have any man in this room wants to be 

married? ALICE You can ask. SZABO You know why women used to get married, don’t you? 

ALICE Why don’t you tell me. 

2/3 for Eyes Wide Shut by Stanley Kubrick. 

For here Am I sitting in a tin can Far above the world Planet Earth is blue And there’s nothing 

I can do 

2/3 for Space Oddity by David Bowie. 
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Biker culture came to the Vatican on Sunday as Pope Francis blessed thousands of Harley-

Davidsons and their riders celebrating the manufacturer’s 110th anniversary with a loud 

parade and plenty of leather. 

… 

!
Well, admittedly these numbers are approximate; the string is not yet properly tuned. But it gives 
us an idea of how to move and how to argue in a world without qualities. 

Let’s assume we list, with Latour, all available qualities of all available artefacts. We’d get a number 
which we call X. It may be 10 to start with, later 100, or 6 million, it does not matter. What is 
important is that we take X to be any quality whatsoever. The description of our world then does 
not consist of a three-dimensional or four-dimensional space, but of points in an X-dimensional 
space. Or so says Latour. 

In this space we now can travel from point to point and mark out interesting points. With the 
Laplace transformation we can linearize those points in a polynomial, i.e. bring them into one line. 
That line is, depending on the points chosen, a more or less appropriate argument. Whatever the 
case, we may use it as a new quality for metering the other points. Our number of qualities, our X, 
thus increases by 1 with every new argument. Which we welcome. 

But our argumentation is not there yet. Let us assume, with DeLanda, that stable entities are 
emerging in our world. They would show up as point clouds in our X-dimensional space. Latour 
would shrug his shoulders and tell DeLanda, So what? When points are clustering, that much the 
better! I just keep drawing my lines. Whereupon DeLanda might retort …Without end. As we have 
seen before, the two can’t agree, ever. 

But now Serres steps in and says these qualities are legal subjects. They must be activated and 
brought of age. And on the spot our play gets lively. At each new point, debates arise among the 
established points as to the rights the newcomer ought to be granted. In a contract, concessions 
are made by both parties, i.e. the qualities of the new point change, it moves in the X-dimensional 
space towards its contract partners. And the established points in turn move somewhat in the 
direction of the new partner-point. All this in accordance with Serres’ archaic contract. The new or 
social contract would now consist in that the X qualities | arguments | instruments must be 
refocussed, because the points have moved about in new partnerships. That’s it. With this 
procedure every new point that nature creates gets subjectivized. 

Here we are. Where we wanted to be. In a world without qualities, in which things are legal objects, 
i.e. activated. We act in a world in which neither proportions, nor qualities, nor functions are 
specific. Unlike Latour or DeLanda, we are no longer selective. We stopped judging. We know we 
must reach a contractual result with each new point. We are open towards any quality and 
function whatsoever that might be tossed into the debate by the legal subjects. A breath-taking 

thought―so this is how our new instrument sounds! Needless to say the social media are on the 

way to this mathematics of our new world. 

Re-reading, after this quasi-mathematical digression, the short list of texts that we metered out 
with our DeLanda-Latour instrument, we imagine ourselves playing this game with all available 
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artefacts. With all films, politics, architecture, design, trades, technology, poetry, fiction, 
marketing, and all art. Anything whatever. 

And now you stretch lines between points in this space, as a new instrument. And as you move, on 
your string, more to the right or to the left, this space rings with different sounds of vibrating 

[swinging] artefacts. You may view the artefacts in resonance―whatever that be― and ask them 

about their qualities. And they will, by means of your instrument, grow familiar―whatever that be. 

Your partner-subjects will ask, “Why are you doing this or that? What is your opinion?” There will 
be interesting debates, astonishing clashes of opinion. We expect an enormous number of fertile 
indexes from all disciplines and an new understanding through resonances.  

We apologize to all of you, Manuel DeLanda, Bruno Latour and Michael Serres, for putting 
you so drastically on stage. We dare hope you are not offended. For this is how, in our mind, a 
stage play works: by roping in legal subjects for provoking a debate.  

Architecture 

We are off now. What would be the next step? Of course we are keen on learning more about this 
new instrument, on learning how to play it. To that end, we’ll have to develop an alphabet, a new 
grammar, a new logic, and new masterships. Where may we find a jumping-stone, at least? In 
symbolic Algebra and in coding, we’d suspect. But enough for today. 

Back at home again. Not much heard about architecture. Or perhaps everything. How if we as 
architects were to stage this play? Vitruvius provides us with 

firmitas, utilitas and venustas. 

What if we tuned DeLanda to firmitas, Latour to utilitas, and Serres to venustas? After a moment’s 
hesitation: it might work. With the help of this bridge, our stage play might briskly be translated 
into architecture. A tutorial, a treatise for a new architecture? An architectural drama in the world 
of data? Whatever. 
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